
Such as photo asbelow：

We can completely benchmark S120 G120 S130 G130 S150
G150 machines, such as inverters, drives, power
supplies, main board,Capacitor board And resistance
etc.

Our advantages are: higher cost performance, better
hardware materials, more reasonable structure, longer
warranty period (one and a half years) and faster
delivery time

Series Model:S120 G120 S130 G130 S150
G150 and so on

Taifans Inverter
Perfect Replacement，Comprehensive benchmarking

Siemens Taifans

We can produce branded machines, customized machines according to
customer requirements, the brand can be OEM, Taifans, white label,
or your own brand



In addition to parts, we can also produce the whole machine as shown below：
And the brand we can make our taifans Brand or your company brand,it's depend on yourself



Disadvantage:As we all know, the delivery
time of ABB's machines is very long, ranging
from two months to as long as half a year,
and the product price is expensive, and
their MOQ must be met

Our advantages are: higher cost performance, better
hardware materials, more reasonable structure, longer
warranty period (one and a half years) and faster
delivery time
We can also produce machines that are exactly the
same as ABB series, and the delivery time is short,
the quantity is random, there is no MOQ, and the
goods can be inspected at any time
You can check photo as below:
And the machine brand also depend on your self

ABB Taifans

Series Model:ACS800 ACS880 ACS850 ACS580 And s

Explosion-proof shell:Motor integration





TRIOL

Taifans

The medium-voltage frequency converter
produced by TRIOL, Ukraine, is used in the
petroleum industry. Their products have a
large market and are widely used, but now
the supply chain is blocked and they cannot
be delivered.

Exactly the same machine with a long warranty and
faster delivery
We have a professional production line, and have
completed the production and delivery of 50 units
And we've shipped to Iraq, got batch certification

Triol Taifans

You can compara the goods photo as below:



Taifans Real picture of production Line

High voltage inverter for shale oil fracturing, 9000kw 3600v




